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In the Australian on Saturday 12 July 2003 Eddie Jones, the Wallabies coach, was quoted under the
headline “Fast Eddie claims slow referees ruining game” as saying:
“…., you’ll see that in the last 20 minutes the referee will penalise the second offence at the tackle rather than the
first because they are late arriving there.”
The issue for a number of referees is not that they are late arriving there in the last 20 minutes of the
game, but rather they are arriving late at the tackle, ruck or maul in the first 20 minutes, and through the
whole game. This paper is about proposing some methods to assist in diagnosing why a referee is late
arriving and a means of coaching the referee to be there not only on time but also to be there early to
manage the contact that results in a tackle, ruck or maul.
Wayne Gretsky the Canadian ice hockey ‘Don Bradman’ in an interview was asked what quality he felt
separated him from other players. His reply was: ‘I always focused on where the puck will be’.
I have titled this paper ‘Where the ball will be’ because for a referee not to arrive late at the tackle they
need to focus on where the ball will be rather than where it is now. That is, the referee needs to develop
the skill to anticipate where the play will go. The tools that are proposed are very much about developing
the skills to be ‘Where the ball will be!’

Précis
This paper identifies and presents an opportunity to build on the current referee coaching tools. The
importance of realising this opportunity has been detailed. In developing and presenting the improvement
opportunity a review of the current tools available has been undertaken and presented. Additional tools
have been developed and presented. Finally, a ‘how to’ guide to use the tools has been developed and
theresults from the use of those tools with current referees. The PowerPoint presentation prepared on this
topic includes video footage of the current and proposed measures to assist referees and referee coaches
understand the meaning of the terms used in the tool kit.
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The Opportunity
The focus in Australian refereeing of the breakdown over recent years has been on initially getting the
referee to manage the breakdown predominately from the A-zone. That is, a position within one metre of
the attacking (ie A) team offside line. This focus has been successful and from elite referee to first and
second grade referees more and more referees are attaining near benchmark levels of A-zone refereeing of
90%. While this has improved refereeing of the breakdown, nonetheless non-compliances (ie errors) and
the number of penalty kicks awarded at the breakdown remain high. The issue is that the referee is often
arriving late, as Eddie Jones commented, and hence missing the first offence and penalising the second
offence.
The problem is how to coach referees to be where the ball will be. Through being there, reduce errors at
the breakdown to zero and minimize the number of penalty kicks awarded. By achieving this goal, the
referee will positively contribute to an increased continuity and hence enjoyment by all the participants in
the game.
The opportunity is to also provide an approach that:


Logically develops the skills of a referee from the novice to the elite referee



Provides relevant measures for all skill levels



Develops referee coach skills.

The approach outlined in this paper addresses all of these opportunities.

Why Important?
In the average game of first grade 80-minute rugby there will be:


20 -30 scrums



20 – 40 line outs



40 – 80 kicks in general play.

There are, however, 100 – 150 tackle, ruck or maul situations in the game. Hence, the referee is being
called upon to make a decision every 30 sec to one minute on a dynamic phase of the game. More often
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than not as teams develop their continuity skills the referee will be required to make a series of decisions
about five to 20 continuous dynamic phases of play separated by short bursts of general play.
To add a further degree of difficulty the referee will be required to mentally process a checklist of correct
play at each tackle, ruck or maul situation consisting of up to eight steps. That is, based upon the use of
the appropriate Rugby Refereeing in Practice checklist.
By sheer weight of numbers this is the most daunting and the most important aspect of the game the
referee must manage with a high degree of accuracy.
The IRB descriptors provide referees with their ‘position description’ at the TRM. The following box lists
those descriptors that form the referee’s duty list at the tackle, ruck and maul. These are the key elements
the referee is being asked to manage and the basis of evaluation of his performance at the dynamic phases
of the game.

Referee Position Description
Tackle
Ensured the tackler released the tackled player and moved away.
Ensured that the tackled player made the ball available immediately.
Ensured that the arriving players stayed on their feet.
Ensured that arriving players entered the tackle phase from the correct position.
Awarded the scrum put in to the correct side when the ball became unplayable.
Ruck/Maul
Ensured players joined from on side positions.
Ensured that participants and non-participants remained on side.
Ensured that players remained on their feet and that hands were not in the Ruck.
Ensured that Rucks/Mauls were not collapsed.
Awarded scrum put in to the correct side when the ball became unplayable.
Control
Achieved a balance of preventative and punitive measures to control the game.
Managed persistent infringements effectively by applying appropriate sanctions.
Communication
Communicated effectively with the voice.
Advantage
Used all opportunities to play territorial/tactical advantage in accordance with the
spirit/nature of the game.
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The key requirements of the referee to meet the intent of the IRB descriptors are:


Be there - at the breakdown.



Be in a position - to see what is happening.



Communicate - his requirements to the players.



Be prepared - to make a decision.



Make - the correct decision.

How the performance of referees at the TRM is currently measured.
The performance of referees is currently evaluated using the following tools:


Match Statistics data collection



Accuracy and Compliance at the TRM, and



Positional analysis.

Match Statistics
The ARU Match Statistics form collects the following key information with respect to a referee’s
performance at the tackle, ruck and maul:


The number of penalty kicks awarded



The number of unplayable TRM



The turnovers.



Total advantage played and advantage conversion.

From this data referee coaches can determine the following with respect to a referee’s performance:


An inference as to whether the referee is refereeing the ‘first’ or ‘second’ offence. This is achieved
by examing the balance between tackle and ruck/maul penalty kicks and benchmarking the ratio
to that achieved by more accomplished referees.



An indication if the referee is in position early and prepared to make a decision. This is inferred
from the number of unplayable TRMs that occur.



An indication as to the quality of communication at the breakdown. This can be inferred through
the number of advantage offered and the number played on.
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Match Statistics
The form is completed at the game or from video analysis by
recording the following information as it occurs:
•

•

The team that was awarded the scrum at the
unplayable tackle ruck or maul and whether it

vs

TOTAL

•

was scored from advantage that should be noted.
Whether the advantage was a penalty or scrum

the team name.

Tackle player in air

0

Offside

0

Deliberate knockon

0

Infront of kick

0
0

Not 10m at PK/FK

0

Total

0

Extra 10m at PK/FK

0

Collapse

0

Other

0

Poor Engagement

0

OTHER

Wheel

0

Marks

0

Not Steady

0
0

Drop outs
Restarts (kick offs)

0

Same Tunnel
Tightheads

0

Turnovers

0

Penalties

0
ADVANTAGE
x for brought back

0

Collapse

0

p for played on

0

Unbound

0

t for try scored

0

Other

0

Free Kicks

0
KICKS (in general play) (Team Letter)

Push off mark

0

Delayed Feed

0

Crooked feed

0

Incorrect engagement

0

First Half

0
0
0

Total
Second Half

0

0

0
Total

0

0

0

TOTAL
0

0

0

0

Total

0

Won against throw

0

Quick throw in

0

Not straight

0

SCORES
0
0
0
Time

Jumper taken in air

0

Holding down

0

Barging

0

Offside

0

Other

0

Free Kicks

Score

0
0

0
0
0
0

Time
Score

Gaps

0

Early lifting

0

Numbers

0

Not in 5 metres

0

STOPPAGES

Other

0

Scrums

0

Lineouts

0

0

Turnovers tackle/ruck

forward or back slash to denote the team or the first letter of

0

0

Unplayable

Recording of the data i.e. the team can either be by a

Dangerous tackle

0

TACKLE/RUCK/MAUL

can also be noted.

0
0

Foul Play

Penalties

was play on or brought back. If a try or field goal

0

High tackle

0

LINEOUTS

The team to who advantage is offered, whether it

0

Late tackle

0

Other

was a tackle, ruck or maul.

TOTAL

Early tackle

To which team the PK, FK, scrum or lineout was

The time in minutes elapsed of the PK or FK.

GENERAL PLAY - PENALTIES
Obstruction

SCRUMS

awarded.
•

MATCH STATISTICS
Referee
Match
Venue
Conditions

First Half

Second Half

0

Penalties/Free Kicks

0

Injuries

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

PENALTIES & FREE KICKS

0

0

Scrums

0
0

Not releasing ball

0

Lineouts

Not allowing release

0

Rucks & Mauls

0

Not staying on feet

0

General Play

0

Collapsing

0

TOTAL

0

Hands in ruck

0

TACKLE/RUCK/MAUL

Hands - player off feet

0

Unplayables

0

0

0

Incorrect joing R/M

0

Penalties/Free Kicks

0

0

0

Offside

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

Foul Play

0

PENALTIES & FREE KICKS

Enter tackle wrong side

0

Team Name

0

0

Total

Other

0

Scrums

Injuries

0

Rucks & Mauls

0

T/J Reports

0

General Play

0

Sin Bin/Send Off

0

Total

0

0

0

0

Accuracy and Compliance
Accuracy and compliance at the TRM is the measurement of the number of errors made by the referee in
tackle, ruck and maul situations. It involves observation at the match and idealy involves confirmation of
match observations by viewing the video of the match. The data is collected on the Match Information
sheet.
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Match Information
Data is gathered at the match and/or from video
using the Match Information sheet opposite. The
time of the event is recorded and the nature of the
event. For example:
FH20:10 Blue 9 ETWS turnover Blue
That is, the Blue team No 9 at the 21st minute of
the first half entered the tackle from the wrong side.
This action resulted in turnover ball for Blue. That
is, the action of Blue No 9 impacted upon the game.
The non-compliances or errors at the TRM are then
totalled against each IRB descriptor to assess or
evaluate the performance of the referee.

Assessment and Evaluation
The Accuracy and Compliance data is used to develop a score for the referee in assessing or evaluating his
performance. It is not proposed to give a description of the IRB Assessment process as part of this paper.
However, a brief description of the Australian evaluation form follows to highlight the principles that are
used to determine performance. The evaluation form was introduced in 2003 and the following is
extracted from the notes accompanying the form.
The form is designed to be used in instances where there is no requirement to complete an IRB Assessment. In normal
circumstances the IRB assessment will only be used where this is required to be submitted to the IRB or where the National
Selectors determine that a "full assessment" will be carried out in relation to individual referees.
The Australian Form is designed to provide an easy and simple method of assessing or evaluating the performance of a referee
and for use in "differentiating" or grading referees. It can also be used as a training tool for inexperienced "assessors" as part
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of their training and development towards becoming more familiar with the assessment process. In this regard an experienced
"assessor" could work with a less experienced person to assist with this development.
The form is based on the IRB descriptors, is designed to be simple, informative and to provide a score (out of 100) in relation
to the referee's performance. Provision is also included for noting Law errors, matters not covered by the descriptors and
critical incidents as well as brief comments on the referee's performance. In addition to the form, match statistics and match
information "running sheet" would be completed and submitted as part of the overall documentation in relation to the referee's
performance. In most competitions a Team Management Report would also be submitted in relation to the referee's
performance.
REFEREE EVALUATION REPORT
(For use in competitions within Australia where other than an
IRB Assessment is required to assess a referee's performance)

Australian Evaluation Form

MARKING SCALE:

The instructions for completing the form are:


(Deductive scoring criteria, i.e. 5 = 0 errors, 4 = 1 error, 3 = 2 errors, 2 = 3 errors, 1= 4 errors, 0 = 5+ errors)

For each error made by the referee against
criteria there is a deduction of one mark. This
means that where you have noted down an
“error” in your match information by the referee
you should cross off a number against that
Competency/Descriptor (you first cross off the
“5” and then for subsequent errors against the
same criteria cross off the “4”, then the “3” and
so on).



For each error noted against criteria you should
also note the time of the error on the “Time
Notation” line below the
“Competency/Descriptor”.



This process will result in a score against each
criterion. (The highest number remaining will be
the score for each descriptor).

Once you have completed this process add up the
highest number remaining for each criteria. This will

COMPETENCIES/DESCRIPTORS
CONTINUITY
TACKLE
Ensured that the tackler released the tackled player and moved away
Time Notation:
Ensured that the tackled player made the ball available
Time Notation:
Ensured that arriving players entered from the correct position and did not voluntarily go to
ground
Time Notation:
ADVANTAGE
Did not put non-infringing players under pressure nor return to the original infringement
after territorial/tactical advantage gained.
Time Notation:
Communicated advantage by signal and voice (including advantage over)
Time Notation:
RUCK/MAUL
Ensured that players joined from on-side and all players (including non-participants)
remained on-side
Time Notation:
Ensured that players' hands were not used in the ruck
Time Notation:
Ensured that Rucks/mauls were not collapsed and players did not voluntarily go to ground
Time Notation:
SET PHASES
RESTART KICKS/KICKS AND OPEN PLAY
Ensured that all restart kicks (KO/DO/PK/FK) were taken correctly (method and place),
players remained on-side and the 10 m space was available at PK/FK
Time Notation:
Ensured that all obvious forward passes and knock-ons were detected
Time Notation:
SCRUM
Ensured that the mark was indicated, the scrum engagement procedure of Crouch, Hold and
Engage was followed and that the scrum was stationary and square to touch until the ball
was put in
Time Notation:
Ensured that heads and shoulders were above the hips, all players remained correctly bound
and non participants remained onside until the scrum was over
Time Notation:
Ensured that there was a fair contest for the ball including throw-in, foot up & delayed
throw-in
Time Notation:
Managed and applied appropriate sanctions for collapsed (and standing up) scrums ensuring
that they did not persist
Time Notation:
LINEOUT
Ensured that there was a fair contest for the ball including maintained the gap and
correctness of the throw
Time Notation:
Ensured that across and along the line offences were managed or penalised and that non
participants remained on-side
Time Notation:
MANAGEMENT
CONTROL
Used appropriate preventative and punitive measures to control the game
Time Notation:
Managed and or sanctioned incidents of dangerous play, misconduct, obstruction, unfair
play and persistent infringements effectively
Time Notation:
COMMUNICATION

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

provide a score out of 100, which should be entered at
the bottom of the page.
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Target performance of elite and identified referees is to achieve a score on each descriptor of not less than
or equal to 2. That is, no more than three errors at each descriptor and an overall evaluation score of 85
plus.
Positional Analysis
Mick Keogh has successfully introduced into referee coaching the concepts of measurement of referee
position at various phases of the game. These measurements have been used to provide benchmarks from
the patterns adopted by successful referees. The two measures used at the TRM are position at the TRM
and running lines from set and dynamic phases. The data is collected at the match or from a video by
recording the position that a referee adopts at the TRM or the running line he uses in getting from the
previous phase to the next breakdown. A form similar to the one below can be used for gathering this
data.

Positional Play Statistics Sheet
The Positional Play Statistics Sheet allows the
recording of TRM, Running Lines as well as
position at other set and dynamic plays.
The process of use of the sheet is to record the
position the referee adopts at the TRM, see
following sections, and record the number of times
(by ticks) that the referee is on one of the three
running lines.
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The data collected during the game is divided into the following categories depending upon the position
taken by the referee:

A position within 0.5 m either side of the attacking team
A

A line or A zone

off-side line at a Ruck or Maul or the attacking team side of
a tackle. Shoulders parallel to the goal lines.
Commencing the phase at the attacking team off side line

A→D

A to D line transition.

and after identifying that the ball is coming clearly moving
to the defending (D) team off side line to manage fringers
and backs.

D→A

D to A line transition

Commencing the phase at the defending team off -side line
and moving to the attacking team off side line.

A position within 0.5 m either side of the defending team
D

D line

off-side line at a Ruck or Maul or the defending team side
of a tackle. Shoulders parallel to the goal lines.

A position, generally with shoulders parallel to the

M

Middle

M→A

Middle to A line

Initial position at middle line then moving to A–line.

M→D

Middle to D line

Initial position at middle line then moving to D–line.

Rick Watsford
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Benchmarking of successful referees indicates that the following pattern of positions at the TRM is the
most effective in reducing errors and penalty kicks awarded at the TRM.

Position

Benchmark

A Zone
A→D
D
M
D→ A
D- Line at TRM
Completion

90%
95%
5%
5%

10%

Running Lines or Ball Line Management
Running lines from the set play or the TRM provide a simple measure of the whether the referee is likely
to be in the most effective ie the A-zone position at the next breakdown. With the defensive patterns
being played there is a high probability that the next breakdown will occur behind the gain line. If the
referee exits the previous play on or in front of the gain line, then there is a high probability that he will be
caught ahead of play when the breakdown occurs. To get to the A-zone the referee has to loop from the
defenside side of the breakdown back to the attacking side. During this manoeuvre the probabilty that he
will miss the ‘first’ offences and end up managing the ‘second’ offences is greater.
Again, benchmarking successful referees indicate that the most effective running line is along a line ± 1
metre of the ball as passed between the players. Thus, statistics are recorded of the running lines of the
referee and if he is on the ball line (BL), ie ± 1 metre , in front of the ball line (IF), gretaer than 1 m in
front, or behind the ball line (B/B) ie grater than 1 m behind. Benchmarking indicates the following target
performance levels for a referee.
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Position

Benchmark

Ball-Line (BL)

80%

In-Front (IF)

15%

Behind Ball (B/B)

5%

The following positions of the referee are recorded in developing the statistics.

Play

Position

Ball Feed

Scrum

Lineout

TRM

At back of scrum
feeding team won ball

BL

IF

B/B

Ball Line

In Front

Behind Ball

If on centre line

If at A-zone

Half back pass to first

If first step is towards

receiver

first receiver

Pass from halfback to

If first step is towards

first receiver

first receiver

Arrival at breakdown

At A-zone

Pass from halfback to

If first step is towards

first receiver

first receiver

If on D-Line

On centre line or Dline

If first step is along or
in front of advantage
line
If first step is along or
in front of advantage
line

D-line or downfield

If first step is along or
in front of advantage
line

If at A-zone

Chariot position ie 2
to 3 m behind the
scrum.

If moves back from
ball line

If moves back from
ball line

> 1 m behind A-zone

If moves back from
ball line

If first step is along or
Pass to forward who

If first step is towards

in front of advantage

If moves back from

takes forward

player with ball

line or remains

ball line

stationary

In a normal 80-minute first grade game the number of entries should be 150 – 200.
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What additional measures are required?
Earlier the key requirements that a referee must meet to deliver the IRB descriptors were listed. They
were:


Be there at the breakdown.



Be in a position to see what is happening.



Communicate their requirements to the players.



Be prepared to make a decision.



Make the correct decision.

If we look at the current toolbox for data gathering against these key performance measures there are
gaps.

Key Requirement

Be there at the breakdown.
Be in a position to see what is
happening.
Communicate their requirements
to the players
Be prepared to make a decision.
Make the correct decision.

Match Stats

Accuracy &

Positional Analysis
Running

Compliance

TRM

No

Inferred

No

No

No

Inferred

Yes

No

Inferred

Inferred

No

No

Inferred

Inferred

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Lines

If we wish to complete the picture of a referee’s performance at the breakdown the following extra
measures are needed:


When did the referee arrive at the breakdown?



When did the referee exit from the set or dynamic play?

Rick Watsford
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What communications were used at the breakdown?

With these extra items in the toolkit the table above becomes:

Key Requirement

Be there at the breakdown.

Be in a position to see what is
happening.
Communicate their requirements to
the players

Be prepared to make a decision.

Make the correct decision.

Positional Analysis

Match

Acc. &

Stats

Compl.

TRM

No

Inferred

No

No

Inferred

Inferred

Run

Comm.

Exit

Entry

Coach

Coach

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Coach

No

Inferred

No

No

No

No

Yes

Inferred

Inferred

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Lines

From the above table all of the key requirements with a key performance measure are available. That is
apart from a measure as to whether the referee is prepared to make a decision.
Two of the key performance measures are coaching measures. They are part of the complete picture of
how the referee gets to where the ball will be. The sequence being:
•

How and when does the referee exit the previous phase- exit patterns?

•

What running line does the referee take to the next breakdown – running line?

•

When does the referee arrive at the breakdown – entry pattern?

•

What position does the referee take when they arrive – TRM positional analysis?
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The Additional Tools
ETA Analysis - When did the referee arrive at the breakdown?
There are four measures that apply to the arrival of the referee at the breakdown. They are:

Arrived prior to or at the formation of the phase. Arrived
E

Early

means that the referee was in a stationary or slow moving
position in close proximity to the TRM event.

T

Third Man

A

After

D

Did not arrive.

Arrived at the same time as the third man arrived at the
tackle, ruck or maul.
Arrived after the third man but before the ball was passed
by the ball receiver.

The TRM was over and the ball was in general play.

Exit Analysis - When did the referee exit from the set or dynamic play?
There are three measures that apply to the exit of the referee from the breakdown or set play. They are:
The referee begins moving towards the ball line in
BP

Before the pass

anticipation of the pass from the base of the scrum, ruck,
maul, tackle or line out.

WP

With the pass

The referee begins his movement as the pass occurs.

AP

After the pass

The referee is stationary until after the pass has occurred.
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Communications - What communications were used at the breakdown?
Brett Bowden in his Referee Level III major assignment studied the communication patterns of Australian
Referees involved in the S12 competition in 2002. In studying the communication styles he developed the
following descriptors for verbal communications:
-

Direct
 A player is clearly identified
 eg. Black # 7 – release and roll away

-

Indirect
 Non specific communication
 eg. Hands away

Bowden also measured the non-verbal communications used by the referees. That is communication used
without voice, (eg. Use of hand signals).
He developed the following statistics for the five Australian S12 referees.
Referee

Games

Tackles /
Rucks

Penalties

Direct
Communication

In-Direct
Communication

Non-Verbal

Stuart Dickinson

5

734

82
(11.2%)

87 (11.9%)

155 (21.1%)

492 (67%)

3.5

432

39 (9.0%)

44 (10.2%)

135 (31.2%)

253 (58.6%)

Peter Marshall

4

494

36 (7.3%)

67 (13.6%)

158 (32%)

269 (54.4%)

Wayne Erickson

5

702

76
(10.8%)

121 (17.2%)

217 (30.9%)

364 (51.9%)

George Ayoub

3

344

48 (14%)

82 (23.8%)

119 (34.6%)

143 (41.6%)

Scott Young

Bowden concluded the following with respect to Stuart Dickinson’s statistics. It provides a succinct
summary of why a referee should aim for direct communication at the TRM.
It was evident at times that if ‘direct’ communication was used, a penalty could have been prevented instead of no
verbal communication and penalizing the infringing player. There where instances throughout SD’s games that he
would not communicate at the Tackle/Ruck phase for extended periods of time. An example was the 2nd half of
the Crusaders v Stormers game on April 12, 2002. During this half it was observed that there was no need for
communication to be delivered, as the ball was available and being played with little infringements occurring. The
six (6) penalties however could possibly have been prevented if ‘direct’ communication was used.
On fifty-six (56) occasions throughout SD’s 5 games, either; “Hands Away or Hands Off”, was used as ‘indirect’
communication. Along with the other ninety-nine (99) occasions ‘indirect’ communication was observed, a colour or
player specific (tackler) could have been used to make this a ‘direct’ communication. This could then result in
decreasing the percentage of penalties after ‘in-direct’ communication was used.
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Eg. “Hands Away – Red”, “Hands Off – Tackler”

For effective communication there are four direct communication components, plus a signal.
They are:

The referee in communicating to the players called the

E

Event

T

Team

N

Number

R

Reason

The referee identified the offence, eg Offside!’

S

Signal

The referee used the correct signal to identify the event.

event that was occurring, i.e. ‘Tackle!’
The referee named the team of the player as a colour or
team name, eg ‘Red!’
The referee identified the number of the player that was
offending, eg ‘No 8!’

In recording the verbal communications, examples of benchmark communications include:


‘Tackle, Red No 8 failed to release’

ETNR



‘Ruck Blue No 9 offside’

ETNR



‘Advantage, Green No 13 offside’

ETNR



‘Advantage over’

E

Some examples of non-benchmark level or in-direct verbal communications include:


‘Tackle, release’

ER



‘Ruck No 9 get on side’

ENR



‘Play it, Play it’

R

Rick Watsford
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A form for collecting communications data is included in Appendix 2.
The communication competency is zero penalties or free kicks after indirect communication.
Competencies at the TRM
With these extra measures there now exists a set of competencies at the TRM to provide a more complete
picture of a referee’s performance. Benchmark and suggested target competencies are as follows:
Key Performance

Competency

Measure
Exit from set and dynamic

Benchmark/Target Level

With or before the pass

80%

Entry to the breakdown

Early

80%

Ball line management

Ball line

80%

Position at TRM

A-zone

90%

plays

Communication
Accuracy and Compliance

PK/FK after indirect
communication.

0

Errors at each descriptor

<2

Number of PKs

<18

Shape of the game
Tackle PKs

>50%

Example of Performance of Elite Referees
To provide an example of the performance levels of elite referees a comparison was made of Scott Young
refereeing the match France vs New Zealand on November 16 2002 and Andrew Cole refereeing the
Chiefs vs Sharks on April 13 2003. The following table presents the measures of both referees against the
competencies.
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Key Performance
Measure

Competency

Exit from set and

With or before

dynamic plays

the pass

Entry to the
breakdown

Early

Target

Scott

Andrew

Level

Young

Cole

80%

31%

86%

80%

41%

46%

58%

72%

Early + Third
Man

Ball line management

Ball line

80%

80%

80%

Position at TRM

A-zone

90%

88%

88%

0

na

na

<=2

No

Yes

<18

14

12

>50%

43%

42%

PK/FK after
Communication

indirect
communication

Accuracy and

Errors at each

Compliance

descriptor
Number of PKs

Shape of the game
Tackle PKs

The key messages that come from this data are that Scott Young had:


A poorer result with respect to Accuracy and Compliance – i.e. he had more errors at the TRM



His ball line management and his position at the TRM were identical to Andrew Cole, however,



His exit from set and dynamic plays was late, and hence he arrived at the breakdown late resulting
in a higher number of errors.

Hence, the collection of these extra statistics provides the referee coach with the tools to provide the
referee with some guidance for areas for improvement. Without these statistics a referee coach would not
have objective data to assist Scott Young understand why he had more errors than Andrew Cole.
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Key Factor Analysis
The establishment of key competencies at the TRM also lends itself to the development of Key Factors.
Key Factors are used in the National Coaching Plan for player coaches to provide coaches and players
with key word prompts on the actions that apply to key aspects of the game. For example:

Player
1. Fitness
2. Skill
3. Motivation

Team Principles
1. Go Forward
2. Support
3. Continuity
4. Pressure

Support after pass
1. Push the ball across
2. One step
3. Swing far knee across

A key factor chart for refereeing the competencies at the TRM is presented below.
Key Performance
Measure

Competency

Exit from set and

With or before

dynamic plays

the pass

Target

Key Factor

Level
1. On toes
80%

2. Anticipate direction of pass
3. First step towards ball line
1. Decide A or D line

Entry to the
breakdown

2. Stop moving
Early

80%

3. Position to see ball and
players
4. Apply checklist
1. Ball line ~ 1 m

Ball line management

Ball line

80%

2. Stay with pass
3. Sprint to breakdown

Rick Watsford
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Key Performance
Measure

Competency

Target

Key Factor

Level
1. In close to manage
tackle/formation

Position at TRM

A-zone

90%

2. Move back to get broad
view
3. Ball in view
4. On toes

PK/FK after
Communication

1. Identify incident

indirect

0

communication

2. Communication protocol
3. Signal advantage

These key factors can be used to provide the referee with a mental checklist of actions to achieve the
target level for each key performance measure.

Coaching Sequence and Usage of Toolkit
The expanded toolkit at the TRM can be used as a diagnostic for issues for the elite referee as described
earlier in the example of Scott Young and Andrew Cole. The toolkit can also be used as a development
pathway for the novice referee. By using the toolkit as a development pathway the skill level of the referee
at the TRM can be built in a logical sequence. Also, it facilitates the building of a program that develops
sound habits and hence confidence of the referee. The following pathway is recommended:

Stage

Key Performance Measure

Competency

Exit from set and dynamic phases

80% early or with the
pass

Running Lines

80% ball line running

Entry to the breakdown

80% early or third man

Position at the breakdown

80% A-zone

Communication

0 PK/FK after indirect

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Rick Watsford
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Stage

Key Performance Measure
Accuracy and Compliance

Level 4
Shape of Game

Competency
<= 2 errors at each
descriptor
<18 PK at TRM
>50% at tackle

The underlying principle of this four level competency pathway is that the referee coach should
concentrate on each level in sequence. Only when the competency for that level is achieved does the focus
shift to the next level.

The Toolkit
Attached are a series of forms that can be used for collecting data on the referee. These forms are focused
on the TRM and include sections for:
•

Recording and totalling positional patterns.

•

Recording PK details at the TRM and total game PK/FKs.

•

Recording errors or non-compliance. This section is not restricted to the TRM.

•

Recording advantage offered and taken.

•

Recording the scores.

Thus with the appropriate form the referee coach can gather the data to assist in coaching the referee
along the pathway or diagnosing issues with the more seasoned or elite referee.

Application of the Toolkit
Sections of the toolkit have been used personally throughout the 2003 season with Western Australian
first and second grade referees and ARS referees. There is no hard evidence at this stage that performance
is improving. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that those referees to whom feedback has been
provided on their entry and exit patterns as well as the remaining items in the toolkit are finding their
running lines improving as well as their confidence that they are in position with ‘time’ to make the
necessary calls. The opportunity to make the correct decision.
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The true impact of these additional tools and the total toolkit will only emerge when there is a critical
mass of coaches using the toolkit. That is the next challenge.

Summary
The tackle, ruck and maul are the most important challenge for the referee. By shear weight of numbers
the TRM represent the largest single focus area for the referee in the game of Rugby.
Over recent years the coaching of referees in Australia has recognised this fact and various tools have
been developed to assist referee coaches provide constructive feedback on the processes as well as the
outcomes of refereeing the TRM. Building on this solid base, some further tools have been suggested to
gain a complete picture of the processes being applied. Those tools are:
•

Exit Analysis – i.e. how and when the referee exits from set and dynamic phases of the game.

•

ETA Analysis – i.e. how and when the referee arrives at the next breakdown.

•

Communication – i.e. what communication the referee uses at the breakdown.

These tools combined with the current toolkit, provide the opportunity for the referee coach to diagnose
problems with a referees performance at the TRM. They also, provide the basis of a coaching pathway for
the novice referee to develop their skills at the TRM.
The outcome of this toolkit is that referees will achieve a shape of game and accuracy and compliance that
results in fewer penalty kicks and less errors. That is the referee will be where the ball will be and hence
able to manage the play effectively to achieve greater continuity and hence enjoyment by players,
spectators and most importantly the referee themselves.
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Appendix 1 – Forms for recording communication at TRM.
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R e f e r e e C o m m u n ic a t io n R e c o r d
R e fe re e :

M atch :

S ig n a l
T im e

Rick Watsford
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D ire c t

In d ire c t

P K a ft e r

F K after
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Appendix 2 – Forms for use at tackle, ruck and maul.
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Referee Positional Analysis - Level 1 Data Collection Form
Referee:

Match:

Date:
Match Percentages

Exit from Set and Dynamic Phases
Before Pass (BP) - Anticipated the pass and
commenced moving towards the ball line

Running Lines

Tackle/Ruck/Maul

Ball Line (BL) Between 1-2 metres either side of ball
line.

1

2

1

2

4

Total

No. of
Penalties

Running Lines
3
4

Total

No. of
Penalties

3

BP

WP

AP
With the Pass (WP) Moved with the pass towards the In Front (IF) of the ball. Greater than 2 metres in front Notes
of ball line.
ball line.

After the Pass (AP) Moved after the pass had been
made.

Behind the Ball (B/B) Greater than 2 metres behind the
ball line.

BL

IF

B/B

Penalties & Free Kicks
TACKLE/RUCK/MAUL

Accuracy and Compliance
Total

Time

Event

Unplayable
Turnovers tackle/ruck

Penalties
Not releasing ball
Not allowing release
Not staying on feet
Collapsing
Hands in ruck
Hands - player off feet
Incorrect joing R/M
Offside
Foul Play
Enter tackle wrong side
Other

Scrum
Lineout
General Play

Total
ADVANTAGE

SCORES

x for brought back
p for played on
t for try scored
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Referee Positional Analysis - Level 2 Data Collection Form
Referee:

Match:

Date:
Match Percentages

Entry to Breakdown

Position at TRM

Entry to Brakdown
1

2

1

2

3

4

Total

No. of
Penalties

4

Total

No of
Penalties

Early (E)

Third
Man (T)

After (A)

Did not
Arrive
(D)
Position at TRM
3

A

A-D

D-A

D

M,
M-A,
M-D

Penalties & Free Kicks
TACKLE/RUCK/MAUL

Total

Time

Accuracy and Compliance
Event

Unplayable
Turnovers tackle/ruck

Penalties
Not releasing ball
Not allowing release
Not staying on feet
Collapsing
Hands in ruck
Hands - player off feet
Incorrect joing R/M
Offside
Foul Play
Enter tackle wrong side
Other

Scrum
Lineout
General Play

Total
ADVANTAGE

SCORES

x for brought back
p for played on
t for try scored
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